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Introduction

„At six o‘clock, the nanny leaves and I know exactly, 
I have to be home at six.“

„I had several very attractive offers from abroad. 
And then we decided together, that we are not 
going to do that. Because it wouldn‘t be good for 
us as a family.“
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Current Gender Relations

Persistence and change in gender relations coexist.

The simultaneous and thus paradox occurrence of 
persistence and change is a main characteristic
of current gender relations.

“The old” and “the new” coexist even within one
and the same individual.

(Maihofer 2007)

Not either - or, but as well as ...
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Material

1. Mentoring Programmes for Female Junior 
Academics and their Structural Effects at Basel 
University (2008)

2. Mentoring for Female Academics.
Individual Success, Structural Barriers and Current 
Challenges after Ten Years of WIN (2009/2010)
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Three Dimensions of Structural Effects
(At least) three dimensions of structural effects of 

mentoring can be differentiated:

1. Changes in the rules of the game

2. Long-term establishment and institutionalisation

3. Raising awareness for gender-specific career 
questions
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Low Impact on the Rules of the Game
Mentoring focuses on introducing female academics 
to rules rather than questioning them.
Mentors/mentees stick to everyday assumptions 
about success factors:

performance/achievement/skills
talent/aptitude/giftedness.

Individual factors are strongly emphasised, structural
factors (support) are rarely mentioned.
Selection is understood as gender neutral.
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Recommendations
How could the impact on the rules of the 

game be increased? 

Presentation of current research on gender 
and excellence, mobility, internationality, 
gender biases

Critical reflection of current criteria for 
success/ excellence

Critical reflection on gender biases in the 
selection of junior academics

Not only for mentees, but also for 
mentors!
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Positive Tendency for Long-Term 
Establishment and Institutionalisation

Long-term implementation of mentoring 
finds support with a majority of professors

72% approve of the continuation of financial 
support for mentoring

The majority of mentors is willing to continue 
their engagement in mentoring activities in 
the future
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Institutionalisation and Funding
DISS Plus and WIN

Since 2012 offered as part of general skills 
programme for doctoral students
Mixed funding, partly provided by the 
university

Mentoring Medizin
Since 2010 funded by the faculty 
Since 2010 open to male applicants
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Recommendations 
Additional funding in combination with 
doctoral programmes
Mentoring as optional part of the curricula 
for doctoral students (e.g. general skills 
program)
Synergies by cooperation and networking 
between different programs 
Overall concept provided by the equal 
opportunities office 
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Recommendations

2. Institutionalisation

Level Mentees Mentors Framework 
program

Students Female Students Female PhD-Students

Joint workshops/ 
lectures/round 

tables on current 
gender topics

professors as role-
models

PhD-
Students

Early phase PhD (male/ female)
Post-docs 

Late phase PhD

(male/female)
Post-docs

(male/female)
Professors

Post-doc Postdocs (male/female) 
Professors

Step-by-Step Mentoring at all levels



Mixed Results with Regard to 
Gender Specific Career Questions

Growing understanding for the problems of 
junior academics (regardless of gender)
No increase in gender awareness
Questions of gender equality are being 
reduced to questions of work-family balance
Paradoxes appear: Work-family balance as
... a reason to continue mentoring for women
... a reason to open programmes for men

What are gender specific career questions today?

3. Gender Specific Career
Questions



A Paradox of Discrimination
for Women
„I am not sure. When I look at the statistics, I see the 

necessity (of special programmes for women). One the 
other hand, I don‘t know any women among my 
friends, mentees included, who feel discriminated with 
regard to their career options.“(Mentee)

„Yes, if one looks at the positions women are holding at 
universities, the number of female professors and the 
number of secretaries, one has to say yes to the 
continuation (of special programmes for women). But I 
cannot say that I myself personally would have been 
affected by any such discrimination.“ (Mentee)
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A Paradox of Discrimination
for Men
„It bothers me that there are only come-back stipends 

and special programs for women. My husband 
postponed his second book („Habilitation“) in favour of 
looking after our children. Now, he cannot apply for 
come-back support.“ (female mentor)

„There are more and more professors, between 40 and 50 
years old, the don‘t have a wife sitting at home who 
brings them their slippers when they come home from 
work (‚die die Pantoffeln bringt‘). Most of them have first 
hand experience of problems with work-family-balance. 
For them it is a balancing act, too.“ (female mentor)
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Another example for persistence and change:
Dual Career Couples
Survey at Swiss universities in 2011
Response rate: 36% (10.635 persons)

48% women - 29% men 
DCCs: 38%

45% women - 32% men
Professorship   57% women - 31% men
Post-doc 49% women - 34% men
PhD 41% women - 31% men

(Dubach et al 2012)
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Recommendations
Continue mentoring programmes for women 
only
At the same time: partially include men and/or 
offer special programmes for fathers
Include information about current gender 
relations and gender arrangements (e.g. DCCs)
At the same time: Abandon fixed ideas about 
gender roles, especially with regard to work-
family-balance
Consider differences between women and 
differences between men
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Suggestions
for the Future Design of Mentoring

Continue a critique of ‘the old’

At the same time: Make room for ‘the new’

Let participants find out what ‘the new’ is for 
them (as woman, man, mother, father, female 
professor, male professor) 

In the long run: Replace old gender roles and 
career models with new ideas/role-models about 
being a man and being a woman in academia
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Thank you for your attention.

Contact me at: ulle.jaeger@unibas.ch


